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Abstract- Photo collage is a method to summarizing and exhibiting collection of photos. From the geometric point of view, 
the generation of collage is considered as a region partition problem such that each image is displayed in its corresponding 
region partitioned from the canvas. The core of this is an efficient power-diagram-based locally optimized circle packing 
(LOCP) algorithm that arranges a series of circles assigned to input photos compactly in the canvas. To favor important 
photos, the circles are associated with image importances determined by an image ranking process. With the new 
formulation, each factor influencing the state of a photo is optimized in an independent stage, and computation of the 
optimal states for neighboring photos are completely decoupled. This improves the scalability of collage results and ensures 
their diversity. It also devise a co-saliency/saliency - based image fusion scheme to generate seamless composite collage. 
Co-saliency based method will help to create the collage with common salient objects from group of images. This approach 
can generate the collages on non-rectangular canvases and supports interactive collage. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A picture is said to be worth a thousand words. Very 
often, people compose pictures to convey ideas. 
Collages have been a common form of artistic 
expression since their first appearance in China around 
200 BC. Recently, with the advance of digital cameras 
and digital image editing tools, collages have gained 
popularity also as a summarization tool. Collage is a 
work of the visual arts, made from an assemblage of 
different forms, thus creating a new whole, often 
having a purposeful incongruity. 
 
With the rapid growth of digital image content, it 
becomes more and more of a challenge to browse 
through a hugeamount of images, such as hundreds of 
vacation photos in a home directory or thousands of 
images returned for a query on the internet. To make 
browsing process more efficient, image 
summarization is often needed to address this 
problem.A photo-collage can be used for art as well as 
for summarizing a photo collection, such as a news 
event, a family occasion, or a concept (album cover). 
 
In this algorithm, use a circle to approximate the 
salient region each image expects to display, and 
photo collage is formulated as a circle packing 
problem that aims at tightly arranging multiple circles 
with given radii in a fixed container. A new 
variational approach is thus developed to solve this 
problem based on power diagrams. The circle packing 
result provides the canvas partition such that each 
photo can be displayed in the subregion of the 
corresponding circle. To favor important images, the 
circle radii are associated with photo importances 
yielded by an image ranking process. The circles thus 
obtained are fed into the packing algorithm, producing 
a content-aware photo collage result. 
Solve the problem of circle packing based on power 
di-agram, which is a kind of weighted Voronoi 
diagram. It is noted that Voronoi diagram has been 

used in successfully to partition the thumbnail area 
into regions for browsing large image data sets 
effectively. For arranging images in a topic based 
way, the important region for displaying in the canvas 
is done with the help of cosaliency property.Here a 
cluster based cosaliency detection[3] is used. 
 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
collage creates a compact and visually delectable 
summary of a photo collection by occluding the 
unimportant regions of each photo with other photos 
or letting them out of the canvas, so only the salient 
and informative part of each photo can be visible on 
the canvas. Apart from photo collage, some researches 
extended available collage techniques to video. 
 
Picture collage is a more challenging problem because 
of the placement order, and the efficiency is also a key 
point for such a challenging optimization.Typical 
collage is Picture collage which imitates physical 
arrangement and layout fashion of real pictures by 
allowing overlay on the limited space. A Bayesian 
framework which incorporates the requirements such 
as salience maximization and blank space 
minimization a nice collage should meet. An efficient 
Markov chain Monte Carlo method is designed for the 
optimization. 
 
JingdongWang et al. in the paper titled Picture collage 
[2] address a novel problem of automatically creating 
a picture collage from a group of images. Picture 
collage is a kind of visual image summary to arrange 
all input images on a given canvas, allowing overlay, 
to maximize visible visual information. It formulate 
the picture collage creation problem in a Bayesian 
framework. Tie Liu et al. in [4] discuss about the same 
subject picture collage. In this paper, it address a novel 
problem of automatically creating a picture collage 
from a group of images. Picture collage is a kind of 
visual image summary to arrange all input images on a 
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given canvas, allowing overlay, to maximize visible 
visual information. 
 
For users who relish the compact representation of 
collage and also wish to browse massive photo 
collections, the paper [5] proposes method, called 
dynamic collage. Dynamic collage maintains the 
benefits of traditional collage while providing a 
framework to dramatically extend the scalability, 
which is demonstrated in its application for browsing 
massive photo collections. Digital tapestry is another 
concept by et al [6]. In this work, it addresses the 
novel problem of automatically synthesizing an output 
image from a large collection of different input 
images. The synthesized image, called a digital 
tapestry, can be viewed as a visual summary or a 
virtual ’thumbnail’ of all the images in the input 
collection. AutoCollage by Carsten Rother et al [7] is 
another concept. Auto collage is a collage of 
representative elements from a set of images. It is able 
to detect faces and recognize objects. It is an 
automatic procedure for constructing a visually 
appealing collage from a collection of input images. 
The aim is that the resulting collage should be 
representative of the collection, summarizing its main 
themes. 
 
Puzzle-like Collage is proposed by Stas Goferman et 
al in [8]. This paper proposes an approach for 
automating collage construction, which is based on 
assembling regions of interest of arbitrary shape in a 
puzzle-like manner. Junhwan Kim et al [9] proposes 
Jigsaw Image Mosaics. This paper introduces a new 
kind of mosaic, called Jigsaw Image Mosaic (JIM), 
where image tiles of arbitrary shape are used to 
compose the final picture. Hua Huang et al [10] 
proposes a method to create collage from internet 
images. 
 
Sketch2Photo is a concept by Tao Chen et al [11]. It 
propose the combination of sketching and 
photomontage for realistic image synthesis. The user 
provides a simple freehand sketch, where each scene 
item is tagged with a text label. The goal is to convert 
this sketch into a photo-realistic image. 
 
Allison W. Klein et al [12] developed a concept called 
Video Mosaics. It present a method for creating a 
video mosaic, a two dimensional arrangement of small 
source videos (tiles) that suggests a larger, unified 
target video. Another concept of video collage is by 
Tang Wang et al [13]. This paper presents an 
automatic procedure for constructing a compact 
synthesized collage from a video sequence. 
Freeshaped collage is by Bo Yang et al [14]. Tao Mei 
et al in [15] discuss about another approac for video 
collage. The explosive growth of video data demands 
the video presentation technique which supports fast 
browsing of video content. In this paper, it present an 
automatic procedure for constructing a compact 

synthesized collage from a video sequence.Hong-Wen 
Kang et al [16] discuss about a novel space-time video 
summarization method which we call space-time 
video montage. 
 
Ran Gal et al. in [17] proposes 3D collage method. 
The ability of computer graphics to represent images 
symbolically has so far been used mostly to render 
existing models with greater clarity or with greater 
visual appeal. In this work, it present a method aimed 
at harnessing this symbolic rep-resentation power to 
increase the expressiveness of the 3D models 
themselves. They achieve this through modification of 
the actual representation of 3D shapes rather than their 
images. The creation of compound 3D shapes is 
extremely taxing. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
This paper discuss mainly on creating a content aware 
photo collage. It is for summarizing images in a topic 
based way with the help of the cosaliency property. 
Saliency and cosaliency properties are the main basis 
for the region selection which acquires more visual 
attention. It is an interactive collage. That is user 
interaction for image selection, priority setting of 
images, important region selection are included in it. 
From the first step to the last step the main attention is 
given to the important region selection and its visually 
pleasing arrangement, thus the user satisfaction is 
ensured. Here, a special attention is given for not to 
occlude the important region and not to overlap the 
important regions, which is a great drawback of most 
of the collage creation methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Processing pipeline of Photo collage 
 
Figure 1 shows the pipeline process of proposed photo 
collage methodology. In the proposed methodology, 
the whole process works in different steps starting 
from image selection to final collage assembly. The 
proposed digital content aware photo collage takes 
place in following stages. 
 
A. Image selection 
The first step of photo collage is to select images. 
User have the provision to select any number of 
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images for collage. The method can also accept color 
images with any extension. 
 
B. Importance calculation 
Next the aim is to find the importance value 
calculation of the images. Here, it consider image 
importance as an important factor influencing collage 
results. The input images are often uniformly treated. 
To emphasize important images, first assign each 
image an importance value which is computed by 
combining image complexity and its distinctness 
compared with the other images. 
 

1) Color complexity: Color diversity in an image is 
an essential characteristic that leads to visual 
complexity.The color complexity is calculated using 
the HSV histogram. HSV is interpreted as 
Hue,Saturation and Value. Color complexity on H 
channel is computed as, 

 
Likewise it will compute the saturation and value 
details. And finally, the color complexity is the 
average of these three results Sc

h; Sc
sandSc

v. 

 
 

2) Edge complexity: Edges are important visual 
cues for understanding image content.The number of 
edges in an image and the diversity of their 
orientations reflect image complexity to some extent. 
So,it has a great role in image importance calculation. 
Gradient orient histogram is used for computing the 
edge complexity. It captures edge or gradient structure 
that is a good characteristic of local 
shape.Computation of the edge complexity is as 
follows: 

 
Image complexity SI is taken as the mean of color and 
edge complexities. 
 

3) Image distinctness computation: To make the 
images distinguishable from the other similar images 
in the summarization process, it is reasonable to 
assign them higher importance. Earth Movers 
Distance is used for solving this.The EMD is a cross-
bin distance function that addresses the bin-to-bin 
alignment problem when comparing two color 
histograms. It defines the distance between two 
histograms as the solution of the transportation 
problem which is a special case of linear 
programming.The content distinctness SD of an image 
is taken as the minimum EMD between it and all other 
images. In other words, the distinctive images are 
treated as relatively important ones. Because the 
distinct images provide more content aware collage 
since it doesn’t include unnecessary repeated 
information. 

 
The final image importance will be calculated by the 
fol-lowing formula. With the computed image 
complexity SI and content distinctness SD, the 
importance SI of an image I is 

 
where ! is a parameter that is used to control the 
influence of two terms. In implementation, it is set to 
0.5 for emphasizing the effect of image complexity. 
 
C. Circle packing for canvas partition 
Next step is to arrange the images into the 
canvas.Circle packing is a classical mathematical 
problem, which aims at arranging given circles, 
identical or nonidentical, without overlap into the 
smallest container with a fixed shape. For this 
purpose, need to partition the canvas into a set of 
regions first. 
 

1) canvas partition: Since the arrangement is not 
rectangular packing, need to partition into some non-
rectangular polygonal shapes. For this purpose , here a 
power diagram called voronoi diagram is used. Each 
time we execute the voronoi diagram for the same set 
of images, we will get different arrangements. So that 
it output different ordering and arrangement of images 
in each execution.  
 

2) Maximum inscribed circle: Inside the voronoi 
diagram, each image need to be placed in the form of 
a circle. For this there is a variational circle packing 
algorithm. It will iteratively work and find the 
maximum inscribed circle in each partition. It works 
until get a stable circle inside voronoi cell which is a 
MIC(Maximum inscribed circle). When the algorithm 
terminates, the resulting configuration always gives a 
valid circle packing. Also, at least one of the circles 
coincides with the MIC of its power diagram cell.  
 

3) Display region optimization: For pasting the 
images into the canvas, it is necessary to know which 
region we need to paste in the canvas. For this, we 
need to find the ROI(Region of interest). If we need to 
find create an ordinary collage, it is identified with the 
saliency value of the images. Else id need to collage 
the images in a topic based way, cosaliency based 
method is useful. Cosaliency means common salient 
regions in a set of images. Here cluster based 
cosaliency method is used to find the common salient 
regions. It is also applicable to single image saliency.  
 
D. Collage assembly  
It is the last and final stage of the collage creation. 
Here, the input images will get assembled to the circle 
packed canvas.Each polygon is assigned to its 
corresponding photo for display. To generate an 
informative collage, it is important, for each photo, to 
compute a saliency/cosaliency map which indicates 
the importance of each pixel.Each images with the 
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calculated radius will be placed in to the maximum 
inscribed circle of each voronoi cell.Figure 2 shows 
the final collage. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
This algorithm is implemented in MATLAB and runs 
on a 2.4 GHz, core i3 laptop. To indicate that picture 
collage can create a natural, beautiful, an satisfactory 
collage with a high efficiency, a user study is 
necessary. Because, user study is in a subjective point 
of view rather that an objective point of view. So that 
user study is an effective method for the analysis of 
this methodology. 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Final collage 

 
A. User study 
In order to answer the questions whether this 
methodology for collage creation is useful, visually 
appealing and an im-provement over competitive 
methods, conducted a user study. Twenty volunteers 
are asked to create collages by themselves using four 
groups of images with numbers 10 20. For that, 
created four different summaries for each set:Picasa 
collage , collage created by proposed method, and 
Users were shown a random set of 4 collections, and 
asked to answer the following questions with marks 1 
(definitely no) to 5 (definitely yes). 
 

Ques 1: Do you find the summary visually 
appealing? Ques 2: Is it a good visual summary 
of the set of photos? Ques 3: Use this summary 
as front page of the collection? Ques 4: Include 
importance regions of all images?  
Ques 5: Do you refer it to friends?  
Ques 6: Is the result from collage satisfactory?  

 
TABLE I 

USER STUDY RESULTS 

 

User study shows that the proposed method is more 
efficient as compared to the other two methods. picasa 
is one of the most popular image editing tool. 
Photocollage is a normal windows application. The 
user is provided with the collages created by these 3 
applications. There are four category of images such 
as flowers, toys, birds, baby pictures. From the scores 
given by the users, it can be analyze that the proposed 
method is more visually pleasing as compared to 
others. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The content aware circle packing algorithm generate 
photo collages by assembling the salient contents of 
photos directly onto the partitioned subregion of the 
given canvas. This ap-proach discuss a novel insight 
into the photo collage problem from the geometric 
point of view, and the core is a variational circle 
packing algorithm for efficient region division. Circle 
packing determines the optimal region for each image 
to display. Although the circle packing algorithm runs 
very fast, this consumes a lot of unnecessary 
computation and is a limitation of this approach. 
Furthermore, here also proposes an improved 
algorithm for getting more visually appealing effect, it 
can add up a cosaliency model based ROI 
approximation. So that it will summarize similar 
objects from a group of images and gives the result in 
a topic based way.The results and user study show that 
assembling non-rectangular shapes produces compact 
and pretty summaries of image sets. 
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